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GLOBAL REACH
1:1 Business Meetings

BECBC
Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster

Cumbrian collaboration with global reach

Opening the door to opportunities for
international collaboration
www.globalreachevent.com
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Objectives of the programme
Global Reach’s programme of 1:1 business meetings aims to open the door to concrete
opportunities for collaboration between five international business clusters that have come
together to promote international collaboration within their memberships.
The programme will be organised by means of a pre-matching exercise, where companies
with specific business needs and ambitions will be offered the chance to discuss the
potential for collaboration with complementary organisations within each cluster’s
membership.
Working in close collaboration, Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster, Nuclear South
West, Wales Nuclear Forum, Nucleopolis and CINC (Cluster de la Industria Nuclear en
Cantabria) will also provide all participating companies with a snapshot of their domestic
market environment and its requirements to promote as full an understanding as possible of
the regional and national supply chains in which they operate.

Participants
We are looking for member companies of all shapes and sizes from the five collaborating
business clusters to take part in the programme. Registering companies should have an
existing appetite for developing international business and ideally concrete opportunities for
collaboration to share with other participants.
Participation in the business meeting programme is free of charge to business cluster
members upon purchase of a delegate ticket to attend the Global Reach conference.
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How will it work?
Companies wishing to participate in the programme should complete the registration form
at the back of this pack, providing details of their company’s products and services, details
of their motivations for taking part in the programme, and specific areas in which they are
looking to create business collaborations.
The information provided in these forms will then by reviewed by the business clusters to
match capabilities and requirements that exist within our memberships to create targeted,
individual programmes of business for the day of the conference. This programme will be
accompanied by further information on market requirements and expectations in the relevant
countries and regions.
Global Reach’s programme of business meeting will run between 10:30am and 15:30 on
the day in parallel to the main conference sessions. By completing the following registration
form, companies acknowledge their availability to attend meetings between these times.
Companies are able to accept and decline the suggested meetings in the programme in
advance of the event.

Bringing together business clusters from across Europe
Global Reach’s 1:1 business meeting programme represents a multi-national collaboration
between five major business clusters across Europe, led by Britain’s Energy Coast Business
Cluster.

Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster

BECBC
Britain’s Energy Coast Business Cluster

Cumbrian collaboration with global reach

BECBC connects over 300 businesses from across Cumbria and the UK, attracting
entrepreneurs, SMEs, alongside national and global nuclear players to a business-focused
forum. Operating in the region for 15 years, the business cluster is a firmly established
voice within the Cumbrian and UK nuclear supply chain, and plays a vital role in creating
opportunities for innovation and collaboration. The diversity of ideas, expertise and skills
that exist within the cluster already come together to respond to some of the key tenders
issued by major nuclear clients in the area, and represent a collaborative business
community primed to deliver innovation to the industry.
www.becbusinesscluster.co.uk
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Cluster de la Industria Nuclear de Cantabria (CINC)

The Cluster of the Nuclear Industry in Cantabria (CINC) is a business organisation that
serves as the meeting point between all the nuclear industry stakeholders in Cantabria.
The CINC was established in 2016 on the basis of the presence in the area of companies
with a strong interest in the nuclear industry and the institutional support of the local
government.
CINC’s main objective is to seek cooperation between the different agencies present in
the Cantabrian nuclear sector: universities, manufacturers of equipment and components,
technology centres and service providers.
This cooperation allows the CINC and its members to provide solutions to the arising
technological challenges of the nuclear sector both close to home and elsewhere
www.cincantabria.es/?lang=en

Nuclear South West

Nuclear South West is a public / private partnership of industry, academic and public sector,
set up to champion the South West nuclear industry as a significant nuclear geography for
investment, innovation and growth. Its mission is to position the UK’s South West nuclear
industry at the centre of the global nuclear arena by driving productivity and growth. As
part of its mission, Nuclear South West aims to sustain and grow existing businesses, while
helping others to start and relocate. It also connects businesses and stakeholders locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally through our own private sector network and by
working with other networks and clusters, showcasing the region’s world-class skills and
research and development facilities.
https://nuclearsouthwest.co.uk/
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Nucleopolis

Around internationally renowned players such as EDF, ORANO, CEA and GANIL,
Nucleopolis federates the nuclear expertise of main players in industry, research and
training present in Normandie in the fields of energy, health and risk management.
Nucleopolis gathers all the skills in the nuclear fuel cycle value chain from research to
dismantling as well as electricity generation, recycling of used fuel and storage of final
waste. Its vocation is to promote the economic development of the Normandie nuclear
industries and therefore, employment by making its member companies more competitive.
Nucleopolis proposes services to its member companies allowing them to accelerate their
development around the market, skill and innovation itinerary.
https://www.nucleopolis.com/

Wales Nuclear Forum

The Wales Nuclear Forum is the leading pan-Wales forum, which provides a platform for
strategic engagement between the energy industry and Welsh-based suppliers. Established
in 2017, the Wales Nuclear Forum is the central place for anyone looking to remain aware
of Nuclear industry news updates, projects and events. Members also benefit from access
and participation at regular forum meetings, compliance reports and essential training
support.
www.walesnuclearforum.com
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REGISTRATION FORM
Company name:

B usiness cluster membership: BECBC- CINC- Nuclear SW- Nucleopolis- Wales Nuclear Forum

Name of business representative attending the meeting:

Email address:

Phone number:

Fields of business undertaken by the company:

 re there any specific products, services or capabilities you are seeking as part of these 1:1 business
A
meetings?:

What products, services or capabilities will you be promoting during the meetings?:


Do you have any specific business opportunities you would like to share to aid the pre-matching process?:

Are there any companies you would particularly like to see as part of your programme?:

Are there any companies you DO NOT wish to see as part of your programme?:

Please note any additional requirements for your 1:1 business meetings:

Please return the attached registration form to ruth.sellick@oranoprojects.uk by Friday 11th October.

